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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

TEXSTYLE LAUNCHES NEW MESA LIGHT FILTERING AND UPDATED BLACKOUT FABRIC 
COLLECTION 
 
October 13, 2020 Stamford, CT – Rollease Acmeda, a global leader in the window covering 
industry, is pleased to announce the latest introduction to their extensive line of specialty 
designer fabrics under their Texstyle brand, the Mesa Collection. The Mesa Collection was 
previously available as a commercial blackout only collection. The launch introduces a new light 
filtering collection inclusive of five soft, neutral colors matched perfectly to the blackout 
collection.  
 
“Mesa has been an integral part of our fabric offering since 2013 and we are excited about the 
refresh. The addition of the light filtering version offers a high level of privacy while still 
allowing light into the room, providing designers another option to maintain privacy without 
complete light blockage,” stated Jessica Bondell, Texstyle Senior Product Manager. 
 
Mesa blackout received a complete refresh offering a total of fourteen modern, cosmopolitan 
colors delivering a timeless window covering fabric solution ideal for commercial and 
residential application. Bondell added, “The new colors are driven by designer input and focus 
heavily on calming tones of neutrals and grays. We believe this refresh is what the design world 
needed to meet modern-day design trends in commercial and residential projects.”  
 
Fabricators and retailers with digital printing capabilities can utilize both Dove White light 
filtering and blackout as a base fabric for custom printed patterns. Pre-established HP Digital 
Latex print profiles are available to support a seamless setup of the print operation.  
 
Innovation carried into Tuxedo Blackout which features a Dove White front with a charcoal gray 
backing making the fabric virtually disappear from exterior view when paired with any specialty 
glazed window. Tuxedo Blackout also supports digital printing capabilities for a custom solution.  
 
Backed by a 10-year warranty, Mesa is a PVC-free collection with NFPA-701 classification, Oeko-
Tex Standard 100 and Greenguard Gold certification, a Health Product Declaration and ISO-
9001 designation supporting the commercial specification process. It comes available in 118” 
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wide width to accommodate large window installations. Both Mesa light filtering and blackout 
are in stock and available now.  
 
To learn more about the Mesa Collection visit Texstyle.com.  
 
PRESS IMAGES  
 
About Rollease Acmeda - Rollease Acmeda innovates, designs and manufactures window covering hardware 
components and systems, manual and automated, as well as specialty fabrics for use in both commercial and 
residential applications. Rollease Acmeda is the largest independent engineered component and systems 
manufacturer and distributor in the window covering industry.  Headquartered in Stamford, CT, Rollease Acmeda 
has a global team of over 250 employees and distribution facilities spanning the USA, Australia and Europe, serving 
thousands of customers in over 40 countries around the world. To learn more about the company visit 
rolleaseacmeda.com 
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